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Here are two of the most important principles we have 
lived by and taught in Enagic since day one along with our 
loyalty, conviction commitment and iron cast focus!

6A12-6 
Eli Dafesh6A6-4 

Jillina Dafesh

“The speed of the 
team is determined 
by the speed of its 
leader.”

 “Consistent effort 
over time produces 

results.”
&
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The above excerpt is from the book Quenching the Thirst for 

Global Success, the Success Story of Hironari Ohshiro. Toshio 

M. (2015) It is filled with incredible lessons, motivational stories 

and the actions that were taken to create Enagic. A must-read for 

distributors, it is available at www.enagic.com/shop Also available 

in Chinese, Italian, French, Spanish and Japanese! Contact your 

local branch office for details.

“One of the requirements for success 

is good fortune—or luck. The 

temptation is to assume that good 

fortune is quite outside one’s own 

control. Personally, I think that the 

things which come into our lives are 

more than simple coincidence.”
Enagic Founder and CEO Hironari Ohshiro
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Message from Mr. Ohshiro
This is a special month at Enagic because we pause and pay tribute to a unique Enagic event. On June 21, 

we celebrated Enagic’s 48th Anniversary with a small ceremony in Okinawa. Here are some of the reasons 

why Enagic is thriving after all this time.

1. Engaged Enagic Independent Distributors
In the past year, two Distributors, 6A13-7 Cynthia Briganti and 6A11-7 Romi Verdera, have achieved -7 

rank. This is an amazing testament to their dedication and productivity and a sign that more leaders are 

poised to rank-up soon!

2.  Unwavering Commitment to Quality and Craftsmanship
Our company-owned manufacturing facilities in Osaka and Okinawa, Japan, are where we produce 

Kangen Water® ionizers and the Anespa DX shower unit using superior materials, components, processes 

and craftsmanship under the guidance of skilled engineers and technicians.

3. Kangen Water®
The best alkaline water in the world, antioxidant rich Kangen Water®, is only made by Enagic Kangen 

Water® ionizers.

4. Kangen Ukon®
Ukon supplements, soap, and tea is made from turmeric grown by local farmers in Okinawa according to 

strict quality and purity standards.

5. E8PA (Enagic 8 Prosperity Association)
This must-have membership has amazing benefits including Enagic event and travel 

reimbursement, tuition reimbursement, points donation to downline, use of E8PA 

facilities, discounts and more.

6. 8-Point Compensation Plan
Anyone who purchases a product can participate in our marketing plan which pays 

substantial bonus awards to new and veteran distributors alike.

The future will be brilliant beyond compare at Enagic! Keep the momentum 

going to continuously achieve at least 20,000 units, month after month! 

Focus on scheduling more meetings, seminars, water demonstrations, 

phone calls, Zoom calls, events and more. Share Kangen Water® with 

everyone. Keep moving and maintain a positive attitude because people 

need your enthusiasm and leadership, especially in challenging times.

Most importantly, keep your bottle of Kangen Water® with you at all times!

Hironari Ohshiro
Enagic Founder and CEO
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Eli and Jillina Dafesh 

6A12-6

Change Your Life 
Story 

6A12-6 Eli Dafesh ranked up to -6 in April, and he is 

still on a mission to share Kangen Water® with the 

world. Eli and his wife, 6A6-4 Jillina, live in Westlake 

Village, California. They have four children and six 

grandchildren who share their enthusiasm for Enagic.

Eli is a successful entrepreneur who owned 

three salons from 1975-1998. “In 1995 I was 

introduced to the industry by one of my hair 

clients,” he says. “She invited me to see a 

company presentation at her home. The house 

was packed. I was so motivated on how I would 

be rewarded helping others, so I decided at that 

exact moment I wanted out of the hair and 

beauty industry.”

They became the founding partners for a 

NASDAQ-traded company, co-founded a coaching 

and training company, and Eli is a best selling 

author, featured in The Soul of Success, Volume 2 

with Jack Canfield. The book highlighted leading 

entrepreneurs, allowing them to “reveal their 

core strategies for getting to the heart of health, 

wealth and success.”

“After Jillina and I saw our first water demo in 

April 2006 it was like an epiphany,” Eli recalls. 

“In all of our years in networking I was never so 

excited.” They first experienced Kangen Water® 

at an event featuring Enagic Founder and CEO 

Hironari Ohshiro aboard the RMS Queen Mary 

in Long Beach. “I was captivated by the passion 

and conviction of the man speaking,” Eli says. 

“Although I could not understand the language, I 

understood every feeling he expressed. I quickly 

realized that this man, Hironari Ohshiro, and I 

were kindred spirits, men that shared a burning 

desire to succeed and to help others.” 
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He soon became an Independent Distributor, drawing on past successes to excel in the business. 

“In other companies, we experienced founders and people who over-promised and under-delivered, 

who loved money and used people rather than loving people and using money,” Eli says. Enagic’s 

products and 8-point compensation plan felt different. He invited son Wadia, daughter Tiana, and 

his sisters to join them, saying, “We had truly found the greatest family legacy business.”

Eli’s prior business successes and struggles have all helped as an Independent Distributor. 

“My experience has taught me to recognize opportunity and potential, but perhaps even more 

importantly, it taught me to recognize leadership,” Eli says. “Making a lot of money and driving 
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expensive cars and wearing flashy 

clothes and jewelry are not the signs 

of leadership. Instead, true leadership 

is often soft spoken and subtle; it 

somehow finds its way through all the 

hype.”

“My life, and the life of my family, 

has been impacted beyond words by 

working with Mr. Ohshiro,” Eli says. 

“The incredible products and the 

unbelievable opportunity of Enagic 

have created a lifestyle that most 

cannot even comprehend.” Sure, 

they’ve built “a beautiful home and all 

the luxuries that come with financial 

success,” but he’s referring to “freedom 

of time,” saying, “If you don’t have time 

to enjoy the fruits of your labor with 

those you love, what is the point?”

Eli and Jillina’s purpose as Independent 

Distributors and team leaders remains 

clear. “Our goals have always been 

to create a family legacy, teaching 

families around the globe our founders’ 

philosophy to spread social well- 

being globally,” Eli says, taking “every 

opportunity we have living the Enagic 

lifestyle and showcasing that. We have 

always done that with our distributors 

who are our Enagic family leaders, always 

showcasing them at and through our 

events and spreading 

the message together 

united as one!”
“The Spirit of Enagic is with us daily,”  Eli and 
Jillina wrote in a moving 2010 tribute to Mr. 
Ohshiro. “It is in every thought we think, and 
it guides every decision we make. We have 
embraced this way and our lives have become 
enriched and meaningful. We are blessed.”
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6A2-3 Kishan Sakariya grew up in Gujarat and 

currently lives in Rajkot, the fourth largest 

city in that western Indian state. This longtime 

entrepreneur already had his hands full, running 

a construction business, manufacturing bottle 

caps and operating three interior showrooms 

that sell everything from bathroom fixtures and 

accessories to indoor and outdoor furniture, 

doors and windows, locks, blinds, and luxury 

mattresses. Despite all his continuing work 

commitments, Kishan still found Kangen 

Water® too compelling to ignore as an additional 

business opportunity.

6A3-3 Mohit Vaghasia and his partner 6A2-2 

Hinesh Sakariya introduced Kishan to Enagic, 

who became convinced of Kangen Water®’s 

advantages and “found this machine very 

useful.” Kishan purchased a JrII water ionizer 

in April 2019 and became an Independent 

Distributor in May 2020.

India
Distributor Profile

Kishan Sakariya

6A2-3
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Kishan made his first sale to his business partner and brother, 6A2-2 Hitesh Sakariya. 

From there, he turned to his existing business network. “My past experiences have made 

good face value for me and created myself as a brand,” Kishan says. “This has helped a lot 

in achieving my desired rank very fast.” 

Kishan has ambitious goals as an Independent Distributor. “I want to achieve 6A2-8 rank 

by 2025,” he says. “My only target is to develop as many leaders as possible and help all 

the leaders grow their business.” 

To educate and motivate his downline, Kishan conducts several programs: personal 

counseling, residential training program (RTP), a range of events, weekly team meetings, 

and motivational sessions.

When he’s not working, Kishan enjoys spending time with family, traveling and watching 

movies.
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Thao and her husband Kelly were enthusiastic about Kangen Water®, and even hosted an Enagic 

seminar at their restaurant, but didn’t understand the business to the extent that they hoped. 

To learn more, the couple took a trip to Okinawa on March 17 to coincide with Mr. Ohshiro’s 

birthday. “There I was so lucky to meet 6A3-6 Dang Nguyen, 6A4-5 Tan Nguyen, and 6A2-3 Nancy 

Doan,” Thao says. “These leaders were very open about their own success stories and shared a lot of 

information about the business that would also help me with my decision to become an Independent 

Distributor.”

“When I met Mr. Ohshiro and visited his family home, I was overwhelmed with a sense of love 

and respect,” Thao says. “I felt Mr. Ohshiro’s passion and I wanted to do my own work to share this 

amazing water with people all over the world.” She was also 

encouraged by Enagic’s patented 8-point compensation plan 

and potential financial benefits. After returning to the United 

States, Thao took a trip to California to train with Dang at his 

house and then became an Independent Distributor. She made 

sales to friends 6A3 Yến Cao and 6A2-3 Lee Meadows, and 

then she was off and running in her new career.

During the pandemic, Thao only increased her commitment 

to sharing Kangen Water® and to her team, who were stressed 

from losing their jobs. “I decided to take action and focus 

training my team on Zoom and working on prospects,” 

Thao says. “We decided to open our first office showroom in 

Honolulu where I can train and do the demos back to back. 

United States 
Distributor Profile

Thao McGill

6A2-3

6A2-3 Thao McGill grew up in Vietnam and currently 

lives in Honolulu, Hawaii. She discovered Kangen 

Water® through Facebook. “I had heard of Kangen 

Water® before, but never really put much thought into 

the water or even anything about the business,” she says. 

“However, about three years ago a friend of mine, who is an 

Independent Distributor, re-introduced me to the product… 

It was an easy decision for me to buy my first machine; the 

Leveluk K8,” which she purchased at the end of 2018.
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That’s how we expanded our team in 

Hawaii.”

Thao’s upbringing in Danang and Saigon, 

Vietnam, clearly helped to build her 

entrepreneurial spirit. “It was hard times 

in Vietnam and we were working really 

hard just to make ends meet,” she says. 

“Everyone was devoted to working and 

supporting the family. I was the baby in the 

family of 7, and was tasked with helping 

everyone with their own business. I had to 

juggle school and work for so many years.”

Thao and Kelly are also both longtime business 

owners in Hawaii. She ran three stores while 

her husband was operating two restaurants, 

including Tiki’s Grill & Bar in Honolulu, which 

is still in business. “Our businesses have always 

been successful, but we spent so much time, 

money and energy in building our businesses, 

that the returns did not always outweigh the 

effort,” Thao says. 

Learning from previous business efforts 

has helped Thao succeed as an Independent 

Distributor and allowed her team to navigate 

different situations. “I can teach my team how 

to handle adversity with strength, commitment, 

and passion,” she says. Years of customer service 

have also helped her team.

Thao’s personal goal is to rank up to 6A2-4 by the 

end of 2022. “I also want to put a lot of focus and 

effort on training and developing more of my 

leaders to become 6A, 6A2, and 6A2-2,” she says. 

“This involves me putting a special focus on the 

other islands and communities in Hawaii.”

Hawaii is uniquely positioned geographically 

and in people’s minds. ”We have a great mix of 

cultures, societies, and business ideas,” Thao 

says. “Everyone from around the world knows 

something about Hawaii, whether through TV, 

travel, or tourism. We in Hawaii are a sharing 

society. And I want to take advantage of the 

popularity of Hawaii and its connection to the 

rest of the world, to help spread the word about 

Enagic. In 2022 my Hawaii team achieved 4% of 

the total market share of the growth of Enagic. I 

feel our location in Hawaii, and the team we have 

developed in Hawaii will make 5% or 6% market 

share possible in the next year or two.” 

She’ll continue to utilize Zoom, team gatherings 

and retreats, and positive reinforcement to share 

success stories and strategies. “The landscape 

of network marketing 

changes often and 

my job is to keep my 

team motivated and 

educated,” Thao says. 

“The success of my 

team will lead to the 

accomplishment of my 

own personal goals. We 

will all win.”
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Halkawt learned about Kangen Water® from 1A Hamdad Marwan and Halima Marwan. He was 

impressed by what he saw and experienced and bought a Leveluk K8 water ionizer last year. “I 

believe in this product, because it helps me,” he says, “I want to help other people too.”

Halkawt previously imported and exported vehicles for a living. “That experience helped to 

understand the style,” he says, referring to sales. He first sold Kangen Water® ionizers to his mother 

and sister.

Halkawt hopes to make a 

big impact on his country 

as an Independent 

Distributor. He says, 

“My goals are to boost 

my store in Iraq and to 

reach more homes, so 

that my countrymen and 

countrywomen have a 

better quality of life with 

Kangen Water®.”

Iraq
Distributor Profile

Halkawt Marwan Marwan

1A

The United Arab Emirates may have the largest number 

of Independent Distributors in the Middle East, but other 

nations in the region are also beginning to share Kangen 

Water®.  For example, 1A Halkawt Marwan Marwan grew 

up in Erbil, Iraq. He recently made a major commitment to 

Kangen Water® by becoming an Independent Distributor and 

opening a Kangen Water® shop in his hometown in May.
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2A Valeria Pastorelli was born and raised in Rome, where she’s 

an Independent Distributor who specializes in fermentation, a 

culinary craft that noticeably improved once she started using 

Kangen Water® last year.

Valeria graduated with a degree in Garden Design from Facoltà 

di Architettura at Sapienza Università di Roma, but soon felt a 

need to change her career path. She dedicated herself to “food 

and ethics,” cooking, and organizing events and workshops. “I 

have always been attracted to art since I was a child,” she says. “I changed my diet to the plant world, 

applying the art in the kitchen and later in the world of fermentation.”

She taught herself fermentation principles by reading books like The Art of Fermentation by Sandor 

Ellis Katz. “I began to approach fermentation 5 years ago by studying one of the techniques of raw 

food cooking and starting to experiment,” Valeria says. “I realized that a fundamental element for 

my studies was missing: water. Especially good water.” She was “intrigued by the extraordinary 

characteristics” in Kangen Water® and bought a Leveluk K8 water ionizer to start 2021,” which 

impacted her fermentation.

Italian Independent 
Distributor Features 

Kangen Water® in Her 
Fermentations
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“I have had remarkable results in all my fermented preparations: from lacto-fermented vegetables, to 

fermented drinks such as water kefir and kombucha, to fermented cheeses,” Valeria says. “I also had 

excellent results in baking and sprouting.” She noticed “greater stability and final yield” with Kangen 

Water®  and prefers the flavor versus standard water. She documents fermentation and cooking on 

her blog, her “Trasform-Azione - il VegLab di Vale” Facebook page and @il_veglab_di_vale Instagram 

page.

When she’s not working as an Independent Distributor, people can often find Valeria in the 

kitchen cooking, creating recipes, and having fun. “It’s one of the simplest and most rewarding 

activities there is for me,” she says. Valeria also hosts courses on fermenting drinks like water kefir 

and kombucha with Kangen Water®. Her repertoire extends to sauerkraut, miso fermented tofu, 

sprouted lentil cream, and cashew Camembert.

“Listening to my favorite music is also a way to distract me and disconnect from thoughts,” Valeria 

says. “I attend events such as fairs and flea markets. Walking without a precise destination, exploring 

new places or simply getting lost in the streets of your own city is a great help to relax your body and 

mind. Also reading a good book and practicing yoga.” All of these efforts are part of her quest for 

“personal growth.”
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An ultramarathon is a running race that exceeds a marathon’s 
standard 26.2 mile (or 42.195 kilometer) distance and tests the 
limits of human endurance. For Hong Kong-based 
Independent Distributor 2A Wong Chun Kiu, an 
ultramarathon is just a warm-up. This accomplished 
runner is participating in Trans Americana 2022, 
which begins June 20 in Los Angeles, finishes in New 
York City, and is expected to take about 3,350 miles 
(5,400 kilometers) and four months to complete.

6A3-5 Eric Wong and his Amazing Team are 
sponsoring Kiu, who hopes to raise $128,000 
(approximately HK$1,000,000) for the Hong Kong 
Network for the Promotion of Inclusive Society, a 
non-profit that aims “to facilitate equal participation 
of people with disabilities in the community and 
promote the integration between the able-bodied and 
handicapped people.”

Hong Kong-Based Independent Distributor 
Runs Across the U.S. For Charity 
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“I am very grateful to meet my mentor and the founder 
of Amazing Team 6A3-5 Eric Wong,” Kiu says. “He 
introduced Kangen Water® to me, patiently taught all kinds 
of knowledge and wisdom about drinking water, opened 
my potential, and selflessly sponsored me for this Trans 
Americana charity run across the United States.”

Kiu plans to establish a Kangen Worldwide Running Team 
to promote Kangen Water®, which he credits with aiding 
recovery after his rigorous long-distance endurance runs. 
“Water is the source of life,” he says. “I hope I can raise 
awareness of how water affects our health.”

After completing Trans Americana 2022, Kiu plans to 
publish a book about his experiences. “I would like to share 
this beautiful world with everyone,” Kiu says. He also hopes 
to motivate other Independent Distributors “to create 
bigger dreams.”
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CINDY ANH TUYET HUYNH #4

AYLA NELSON

JOSHUA LEE MURTAGH #2

BRODIE SCOTT CARMICHAEL

FUAMOLI TAUO #2

HAN NGOC CAITLIN PHAN

DUY PHUNG PHAM

PHAM THI THU HA

PHAM THI THU HA #2

PHAM THI THU HA #3

THI PHUONG THUY LE

THI PHUONG THUY LE #2

TRAM THI TO NGUYEN

TRUONG D NGUYEN

HONG NHUNG NGO

RICARDO HIDEKI SHIMANOE ME

1247049 B.C. LTD. #2

1175482 B.C.LTD.

GEORGIA WILLIAMS COACHING INC.

1274351 B.C. LTD.

BOLTEM CONSULTING INC

BOLTEM CONSULTING INC

SKYNIKK GROUP INC . #3

MOO TECHPRENEUR INC

TENORAY SL

GIERLANDO CARAMAZZA

HANS RAJ BEEPONEE

MALINI VARMA BEEPONEE

PATIENCE ASOGWA

ELIZABETH JAMIESON

GIUSEPPE DIURNO

REVELLAT PHILIPPE VISIAPY

FEDERICO FASTIGI

EIRL ROBERT MICHEL

ANNIKA DRANSFELD

GEMMA JORGE

JAN ROSENBERG

KANGEN NUTRITION CENTER SRL#4

D&A PROINTEGRATED ADVERTISING S.R.L. 

LOREDANA FIERASTRAU

RUSU CENTER SRL 

ALL KANGEN WATER LTD

TU NGUYEN DINH #2

HOANG MINH LE

NGUYEN LE ZUZANA

THI THU HUYEN TRAN

LIFE SPRING GROUP LTD/ KWOK WAI KWAN

ROOPSINGH H TETARAWAL

D S SANTHOSH

BHAVANI DEVARAKONDA

KULDEEP

NIHAL ENTERPRISES

THOUSIF PASHA

SHIVRAJ GUPTA

VAISHALI 

MANJEET SINGH

BIMLA DEVI

USKAMALLA NAGARAJU

JANGAPELLI VENKATESH

GADE VENKATESWARLU

RATHANLAL

PUSHADAPU VAMSI KRISHNA

JINKALA LAKSHMI

D RAMAKRISHNA

GALI NARAYANA

SIDDHIVINAYAK ENTERPRISE

YODDHA ASSOCIATE

SUKHJIT SINGH

S]JIGNESH KISHOR SHAH

RAHUL ANIL DUHLANI

VIPIN KUMAR DHYANI

MUKESH GULATI

TANVESH RUPANI

SABITA SETHI

KESHABA CHARAN SETHI

GARIMA

DEVKARAN SAHU .
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CHETAN KUMAR SINGH

DHANANJAY SINGH

AMIT KANCHAN .

MAKWANA JAYDEEP VINUBHAI

RAMESHBHAI BHOJABHAI RAM

HARESHBHAI KARSANBHAI PAMPANIYA

REKHABEN KANABHAI PITHIYA

DAMYANTIBEN PRAVINCHANDRA JETHAVA

JAGRUTIBEN BHAILALBHAI PATEL

VIJAY PRAKASH SHUKLA

MAHEK CONSULTANCY .

MAHESHBHAI CHHANABHAI PATEL

JALPABEN NIRAV HIRPARA

GORDHANBHAI BHURABHAI NASIT

PRASHANT RAMESHCHANDRA PATEL

HINAL ROHIT NIMAVAT

LIPI AQUA

KAMLESH MAGANBHAI SEJANI

PATEL SARIKA HEMANTKUMAR

HEMANT JAYANTILAL PATEL

小橋川 恵
石本 三恵
大澤 典子
平川 孝昭
BENEGILDO LOJIEL ROSE PALAC

VICENTE BABY LOVE MATAGOL

WIDAD BINTI ISMAIL

ABU UBAIDAH BIN HAMBALI 

LEONG NGAN LENG

GENOVEVA PALOMAR

DIOSDADO AQUINO PASCUAL

JANINE CHEE JIA NING

SRIN KOEMVA

LE THI KIM NHUNG

NGUYEN THI MY HANH

NGUYEN THI NGA

HUYNH THI PHUONG THAO

MAI ANH KHOA

NGUYEN THI THONG

NGUYEN THI PHUONG LAN

KHUU ANH LONG

MAI HOANG TRIEU

MAI NGOC BICH

TRAN QUOC HUONG

TRAN THI BAO YEN

NGUYEN VAN HIEP

NGUYEN XUAN HAO

SYNERGI HEALING NETWORK LLC

CHRIS CIPRIANO #2

CORRINE F BATE

SAMANA BHANDARI

SAMANA BHANDARI

BRIANNA KUKAWSKY

ALKALINE SECRETS LLC

RYAN MILLEMAN (B)

JUAN CARLOS GUZMAN #5

BLACKWUTZ INC. #2

WADE HOLDER #B

TEXAS WATER SUPPLY

THB WATER LLC #2

THB WATER LLC #3

KG GENERATION LLC #1

WATER WARRIOR LLC #2

OHS WATER LLC

THB WATER LLC #4

WATER WARRIOR LLC

Katty 496 LLC #1
Katty 496 LLC #2
TRAN 4EVER LLC

Oanny 1729 LLC
KG GENERATION LLC #3

Life Gladiator LLC

Life Gladiator LLC

100 Angela LLC

100 RATTERMAN LLC

TUAN & TRAM LLC
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6A

1146463 ALBERTA LTD. 仲里壮Ｂ
篠原裕子

Malaysia
Malaysia
Malaysia

與儀美奈子
Malaysia

May 2022 New 6A and Above Title Achievers
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小橋川恵
石本三恵
大澤典子
平川孝昭

Katty 496 LLC #1
Katty 496 LLC #2

Oanny 1729 LLC

Malaysia
Malaysia
Malaysia

TIMSON TRAN

TAMMY YEN NGUYEN

THUC TRI DO

THUC TRI DO

TUAN JIMMY QUOC DO

TUAN JIMMY QUOC DO

TRACY NGUYEN #B

PATRICK LAM

PATRICK LAM

HOANG NGO

XUYEN Q HOANG

KIM LIEN NGUYEN

KATHERINE LE

ANNA THI LE

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

MY HUE THI LE

ANH THI LAN HOANG

ANNA BUI

LOUIS HOANG

ANH THI LAN HOANG

TUAN THU THANH BUI

KIM THU NGUYEN (B)

MNA PLUS LLC.

LUAN HO

KENNEDY GBENEDIO #2

THOMAS VU #2

TUNG THANH NGUYEN

FRANCIS PAUL THAI

YOUFU RUAN

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

GOI ANH LE #3

DUY PHUNG PHAM

RICARDO HIDEKI SHIMANOE - ME

BOLTEM CONSULTING INC. .

SKYNIKK GROUP INC.

1146463 ALBERTA LTD.
BEEPONEE MALINI VARMA 

DANIELA STANICA

TU NGUYEN DINH

KANGEN NUTRITION SRL#2

NGUYEN LE ZUZANA

ALEXANDER BOEDECKER

GRUP REAL SRL 

AMBIENTALIA DI BARONTI ALESSANDRO

WUI TUNG CO/ KWOK CHI MING

BIKRAM SINGH .

MANJUNATH J V .

SHAMBHU KUMAR NAG

DIVINE GLOBAL ENDEAVOURS

GAUTAM KUMAR SAH

SECURE DIGITAL SCALE

LAXMAN RAO DESHPANDE

SHUKLA NAGESHWAR NATH

JALPABEN NIRAV HIRPARA

TULSIBHAI MOHANBHAI SAKARIYA

PRATHAM ENTERPRISE

AMRUT ENTERPRISE

RAFIQUE NASRODDIN SHAIKH

KUSUM SUD

KHODIYAR ENTERPRISES

仲里 壮 Ｂ
篠原 裕子
NURUL ASMA BINTI WAHAP 

MOHD AMIRUL BIN ABDUL GHANI

LEONG NGAN LENG

SAM SITHA

WEALTHY THROUGH WATER LLC

TUNG XUAN LUONG

YOUFU RUAN

KIM THU NGUYEN #1

ALKALINE SECRETS LLC

RYAN MILLEMAN

WADE HOLDER #2

XUYEN Q HOANG

TRACY NGUYEN

BANG LUONG

THB WATER LLC #1

THB WATER LLC #2

THB WATER LLC #3

JUSTIN NGUYEN

Australia

Australia

Brazil

Canada

Canada

Canada

Europe

Europe

Europe

Europe

Europe

Europe

Europe

Europe

Hong Kong

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

Japan

Japan

Malaysia
Malaysia
Malaysia
Thailand

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

6A2

SC SEND 92 TERAPII ALTERNATIVE 

VAN TRUONG THI HONG

KANGEN CENTER ROMANIA SRL#4 

RAMESH FAKKRIRAPPA GAMANAGATTI .

PRIYANKA SATISH KADAM .

SANTOSH KUMAR MAHANTY .

CHOU CHEYTHYRITH

THANH LA LLC

Europe

Europe

Europe

India

India

India

Thailand

USA

6A2-3

6A2-2
BOLTEM CONSULTING INC.

MU]BEEPONEE RISHIRAJ 

STB CONTRIBUIE SRL 

SC SEND92 TERAPII ALTERNATIVE #4

HOP LE THI

KANGEN NUTRITION CENTER S.R.L.

RAMESH F GAMANAGATTI

RESHMA R SHAIKH

GANGA DHAR SINHA

PRASHANT SAH

PREETI KHATIK

BHAGIRATHBHAI AMRUTBHAI PATEL

*與儀 美奈子
MOHD SABRI BIN MAMAT 

SRONG DINA

BROOKE ANN MARCH

THB WATER LLC . #1

Canada

Europe

Europe

Europe

Europe

Europe

India

India

India

India

India

India

Japan

Malaysia
Thailand

USA

USA

Congratulations to each of you for your 
outstanding achievement!
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Remain Open to New 

Opportunities and Make 

Dreams Come True

Above is an excerpt from the book Quenching the Thirst for Global 

Success, the Success Story of Hironari Ohshiro. Toshio M. (2015)  

It is filled with incredible lessons, motivational stories and the 
actions that were taken to create Enagic.  A must-read for 
distributors, it is available at   

        www.enagic.com/shop

Also available in Chinese, Italian, French, Spanish and Japanese! 
Contact your local branch office for details.

Stories of Success

In 1988, a seminar on Kangen Water® and its health benefits was held in Tokyo by 

a medical professor. An acquaintance recommended that they go along and listen, 

so Ohshiro agreed, reluctantly, to accompany him. At first, Ohshiro was skeptical— 

whatever this “Kangen Water®” that the professor was talking about, surely water was 

just water, you drank as much as you needed, and that was it. As the seminar progressed, 

however, Ohshiro began to realize that Kangen Water® was more.

People say that life is about who you meet. In Ohshiro’s case, his whole direction in life 

was turned upside down and about face by a seminar that he hadn’t even wanted to go 

to. It was the opportunity that would make his dream of success in Tokyo come true. 

When you look at the process behind his success, it becomes harder to dismiss that 

success as the “magic of dreams”, or “destiny” or even “mere coincidence”.


